The Now, Next and Future
of 5G: How to accelerate
returns
A per-vertical analysis of the revenue potential
of current and future 5G applications
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Introduction
by Tom Cheesewright

With every new generation of mobile network
technology, we hear the same question repeated:
“What is it for?”
History shows that this is a tough question to answer in
the early phases of development and deployment. Few of

Operator ideas were often on the right lines, but it is
other people’s execution that has tended to win out.

Sizing the opportunity

turned these big bets into massive revenue streams.

Network differentiation

third party services running over the networks that have

Vertical markets

drivers of traffic and revenue for 3G or 4G. Instead, it is

Skipping the obvious

by, the service providers have proven to be the real

Technology & opportunity

the applications that were envisioned by, or instantiated

We can’t wait for the perfect future 5G network
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Learning from history
It is with this in mind that we set about identifying

For example, what are the truly unique aspects of 5G

applications for 5G that could offer serious revenue

as opposed to established 4G networks? How well

potential. Our aim was not to predict what might be the

does the hype around the technology match to reality

biggest long-term successes, but rather to highlight

in its application?

streams? And can it offer them before full standalone

operators do with the networks as they are today to

networks have been completed? It’s worth remembering,

generate additional revenue? What are the near-term

however, that 4G satisfaction may be more in theory

incoming opportunities? And which might be a little

than in practise. Many sites lack sufficient 4G radios

further out – however great their potential?

due to transport limitations. A 5G site upgrade may

To do this, we used the Intersections methodology,
looking at where the pressures and challenges faced by
those sectors map to the opportunities created by the
incoming technology. Even with this apparently simple
methodology though, there are challenges.

therefore also trigger the necessary upgrades to site
transport. Since 5G is today Non-Standalone, 5G users
will experience the benefit of both the 5G upgrade and
4G upgrade.

Sizing the opportunity

We asked ourselves a series of questions: what can

Network differentiation

enough. What can 5G offer that creates new revenue

Vertical markets

Introduction

and infrastructure.

report, many enterprise customers believe 4G is good

Skipping the obvious

the enormous investments made in spectrum

As the GSMA pointed out in its 2020 Mobile Economy

Technology & opportunity

those applications that might accelerate the return on
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Technology
& opportunity
Inside the industry, discussion has been more nuanced.
Low latency services got a lot of people excited about
robotics and self-driving cars. But perhaps the greatest
excitement was reserved for the efficiency benefits of
various forms of virtualisation, whether that is in the core

potential, but it takes the service providers up against
Much has been made of the characteristics of 5G
in the run up to its launch. Popular discussion
focused on the speed, and this is the characteristic
mostly likely to be noticeable to the greatest
number of people.

their most fearsome co-opetitors: the tech giants. Can
they challenge in this competitive environment? The
answer will be found in battles over a series of
different verticals.

Sizing the opportunity

confusion. This is a technology with enormous revenue

Vertical markets

generates both excitement and a mixture of fear and

Skipping the obvious
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Edge computing has received its share of attention but

Network differentiation

functions, the RAN, or the slicing of networks.
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Skipping
the obvious
For this project we ignored certain obvious revenue
drivers. For example, enhanced broadband propositions
for the increasingly remote and mobile workforce. The
shift to homeworking throughout the pandemic is well
documented and likely to have lasting effects. Demand

peaks of over 40% of the population working remotely,
we believe demand will remain high, and individuals and
corporations alike will be seeking tariffs and packages that
enable their workers to be productive wherever they are.
This is core business for the operators, so little discussion is
needed here of how to grow this segment.

Sizing the opportunity

to continue to grow. Though we are dropping off from

Network differentiation

applications like video calling and large file transfer is likely

Vertical markets
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from mobile and remote workers for high bandwidth
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Vertical markets
Threats to international mobility might further accelerate
the average age of the nation by limiting immigration.
Not only is the average age of the population, and the
ratio of retirees to working aged people higher as a
result, but there is less available labour to work in health
and care services. This challenging future is already
driving government policy on tackling obesity, and it

So what is on the list? We focused on six verticals often
discussed in the 5G hype then embarked on a rational
analysis of the scale and nature of the opportunities within
each sector. You can see these on the navigation above.
Take health and care for example. We know the global
population is ageing, and faster than previously thought.

understand the opportunity. Here though lies the
second challenge: which solutions might be uniquely
enabled by 5G, and which might be supportable with
prior generations of the technology or competitor
technologies? And when might those advanced 5G
characteristics truly be available?

Sizing the opportunity

possible solutions powered by 5G, we can begin to

Network differentiation

By recognising this challenge and mapping it against

Skipping the obvious
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creates a demand for novel health and care solutions.
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Network
differentiation
proposition, through the addition of more virtualisation
and Edge computing capability, to its final state, capable
of supporting huge numbers of devices and very low
latency propositions. Some vertical applications might be
appropriate with today’s level of network evolution. Some

look at solutions that might require near-ubiquitous

Vertical markets

coverage combined with high bandwidth today, such
5G will stand apart because of its availability. Coverage
will be as near-ubiquitous as any alternative without
the addition of extra infrastructure. It will also be well
understood and well supported, as well as on a constant
upgrade path for the next few years. That upgrade
path will take us through today’s enhanced broadband

as addressing issues of communication and remote
diagnosis, connection and loneliness. And down the line
opportunities that utilise many more connected devices –
particularly with low power consumption – for connected
monitoring and remote analysis.

Sizing the opportunity

Returning to our example of health and care, we can

Skipping the obvious
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might come further down the line.
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For each intersection, we have applied a rough scale
metric to highlight the size of the opportunity Small, Medium and Large. This is a difficult task. We
can size the markets and understand the challenges
they face, but there are a lot of variables in the

Network differentiation

Vertical markets

particularly where the state might be the customer.
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applications and the procurement processes –
Nonetheless, these should give some direction in
terms of where to look for the greatest opportunities.
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We can’t wait for
the perfect future
5G network
There is still much to determine about the future of our 5G
networks. Though some standards are now set in stone, there are
many choices – and investments – still to be made. In a decade’s

order to begin to pursue returns. Creating a timeline for practical

Sizing the opportunity

Network differentiation

Vertical markets

today. But operators can’t afford to wait for their completion in

Skipping the obvious

Technology & opportunity
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time, these networks will look very different to how they do

applications at each stage of the network’s development should
accelerate returns and fuel the continued evolution of 5G.
Now, click through to see our analysis over the pages that
follow, and contact us if you are interested in discussing any
aspect of this project further.
Our details are on the back page, or available from the
navigation above.
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(Immediate applications leveraging
currently deployed technologies)

Connected Prevention

crises in care funding and staffing, and the
rising prevalence of risk factors like obesity,

5G can bring rich communication that is quick and

health was already top of many government’s

cost-effective to deploy. 5G-connected home devices

priorities before the pandemic. COVID-19 has only

can quickly bring video chat services to people who

sharpened the focus on this critical sector.

are isolated through age or disability, allowing social
interactions with family and peers, or diagnostic and
treatment interactions with medical professionals.
With strong correlations between social isolation,
loneliness, and poorer mental and physical health – and
particularly Alzheimer’s - tackling these issues
will be a key priority in the coming years.
Operator Opportunity: Medium
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Next

Beyond

(Propositions for the next 18 months

(Applications for the

as further capabilities are deployed)

next iterations of 5G)

Remote Analysis & Diagnostics

Telesurgery

More than 30% of the UK population owning a

Remote surgery and treatment is a possibility with the

smart watch or health tracker , yet connected tech

ultra-low-latency characteristics of 5G. Given the global

has not become a mainstream part of the health

shortage of medical professionals forecast over the next

diagnostics process.

decade, remote access to skilled surgeons could be

5G offers the potential to address the logistical
challenges – and particularly costs - of diagnosis
and analysis. Why send patients to specialist clinics

highly valued –for low to middle-income countries who
may not have the domestic workforce
to address complex cases.

when the analysis can be done by a remote smart

This may not be a high-volume application, but the

device combined with edge computing? Why send

layers of protection around this traffic and service from a

risky samples long distances to testing centres

performance, resilience and security perspective, mean it

when connected devices could handle much more

may be high value. There may also be systems integration

testing closer to the population?

revenues, for operator services functions.

Operator Opportunity: Large

Operator Opportunity: Medium
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The global media landscape has changed
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(Immediate applications leveraging
currently deployed technologies)

Distributed Production

radically, with an explosion of independent
content producers and technical providers

Media producers are in many ways the ideal

delivering news, games, movies, and music direct

5G customer.

to our digital devices.

They need high bandwidth for upload and download,

It will be transformed again as we go

and they frequently need it in areas that are densely

through the next format shift, from

packed with other people and therefore devices.

handsets to headsets.

Ensuring that media producers can get their content
together, quickly and reliably is a real business
proposition, whether that’s large-scale connectivity
solutions for broadcasters, or differentiated tariffs for
individuals.
Operator Opportunity: Medium
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Next

Beyond

(Propositions for the next 18 months

(Applications for the

as further capabilities are deployed)

next iterations of 5G)

Accelerated Distribution

AR Enablement

content producers and technical providers

Speed is critical with media. Our patience is low, and we

At some point in the next decade, we will begin to

delivering news, games, movies, and music direct

want it now. Expectations for web page load times have

exchange our handsets for headsets. We are approaching

to our digital devices.

dropped tenfold in the last decade, with Google AMP

the technical threshold for a useful and engaged full-time

pages expected to load in 500ms. If people don’t get it

(8hrs/day) mixed reality experience.

Now

Future

The global media landscape has changed
radically, with an explosion of independent

It will be transformed again as we go

fast, they go elsewhere.

through the next format shift, from
handsets to headsets.

What does this look like in practice? Right now, we

The edge computing capability and low latency of 5G

have more aspirations than clear visions. But the if the

networks offers the potential for the fastest possible

predictions are correct then the market for media,

response for users on mobile devices. While operators

content, marketing, and high-bandwidth, low latency

are moving away from a content ownership model,

connectivity is enormous.

partnerships between content producers and service
providers have proven a healthy prospect
for differentiation.
Operator Opportunity: Large

What is the role of the operator in this world, and how
will that differ from their current role vs OTT content
providers? Still to be determined.
Operator Opportunity: Large
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The global population continues to grow, while
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Rural Connectivity

our food production is increasingly challenged
by climate change, labour shortages, changing

There are few technical reasons why 5G should reach

consumer trends and expectations.

those places that 4G didn’t. But the economics
are potentially different, especially for fixed-line
replacement services.
Connectivity remains a constant complaint for rural
communities. The 5G rollout offers an opportunity to
address these markets with a mobile or potentially fibre/
mobile proposition. The addressable audience may not
be enormous, but they will be loyal users with limited
competition. And the rollout will lay the groundwork for
future applications.
Operator Opportunity: Small
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Next

Beyond

(Propositions for the next 18 months

(Applications for the

as further capabilities are deployed)

next iterations of 5G)

Smart Farms

Smart Gardens

5G brings the required combination of connectivity and

One prediction in the face of climate change is that

processing grunt to make smart farming concepts much

more of us will need to grow a proportion of our own

more accessible. Not only can it make it cheaper and easier

food. Since not everyone has green fingers, a little digital

to deploy sensors for soil, crops, or livestock, it can offer the

helping hand might be welcome. Lower connectivity

ability to process the data. Simple sensors require little in the

costs, higher connection capacity, and (with full

way of processing power or bandwidth, but computer vision

coverage) longer battery lives all lend themselves to

applications could provide enormous richness of data with

low-cost distributed sensing to help people make the

minimal sensor deployment.

most of their gardens.

Automated analysis of crop performance or animal health

This is undemanding traffic to fill in the network,

are all within reach today. Partnerships with agricultural

perhaps best set on a dedicated slice.

vehicle, seed or chemical manufacturers all offer an
established route to market.
Operator Opportunity: Medium

Operator Opportunity: Small
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The manufacturing sector has lagged on digitisation.
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(Immediate applications leveraging
currently deployed technologies)

Remote Monitoring & Management

In part for good reasons - this is a sector that is

Right now, remote control over wireless networks

naturally conservative, focused on health and safety,

is an unrealistic ambition for most manufacturers.

and minimising downtime. But COVID has catalysed

Plus, there are issues to overcome with RF noise

change. Manufacturers are looking at ways to work

to ensure a resilient connection.

with fewer people on site, and to make their plant

But there are opportunities today, particularly in the

more adaptable to changing demands.

SME sector. Here ‘best effort’ services can still add an
enormous amount of value for non-real-time remote
management and monitoring. From narrow challenges
There are good reasons to minimise the number
of people in a manufacturing plant or maximise
the distance between the people and the
machines. Safety has long been a priority in
manufacturing environments.
Operator Opportunity: Large

like sensing tolerances to drive predictive maintenance,
through to management oversight of operations and
performance. And of course, safety, with opportunities
in personnel monitoring when they’re at remote sites.
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The manufacturing sector has lagged on digitisation.
In part for good reasons - this is a sector that is
naturally conservative, focused on health and safety,
and minimising downtime. But COVID has catalysed
change. Manufacturers are looking at ways to work
with fewer people on site, and to make their plant
more adaptable to changing demands.
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Next

Beyond

(Propositions for the next 18 months

(Applications for the

as further capabilities are deployed)

next iterations of 5G)

Securing the Supply Chain

Manufacturing Agility

The need for supply chain transparency and security was

Product lifecycles are shortening, whether you are making

never clearer than in the period of disruption from COVID.

gadgets, clothes, or even vaccines. So, manufacturers are

Significant money has been spent already but there is still

increasingly focused on flexibility: building plants that can

much work to be done to harmonise communications

more rapidly adapt to shifts in demand. Cabled networks

between all players in increasingly complex networks of

are a serious constraint when re-organising a factory

supply.

floor, so at some point manufacturers will make the shift

With components and materials on the move constantly,

to wireless.

connectivity is key. Not just to items and partners, but to

While the in-plant networks are likely to be private,

the data behind them.

connectivity across the campus and beyond, combined

Operator Opportunity: Large

with rising demand for low latency processing power and
integration with partner systems presents a significant
opportunity.
Operator Opportunity: Large
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(Immediate applications leveraging
currently deployed technologies)

Remote Monitoring & Management
but it’s only the autonomy part that remains far away.
Manufacturers are treating the transition to electric

The autonomous vehicle revolution is a long

as an opportunity to dramatically increase the level

way off – at least for mass consumer transport.

of computing capability in cars and the services

But there is still much value that 5G can add.

and business models associated with that. From

Partnering with manufacturers, governments,

entertainment to service monitoring to pay-to-play

public transport providers, and systems suppliers,

software upgrades, connectivity is increasingly critical

operators can further enhance the mobility

to the modern vehicle.

experience with 5G.

This is not just true in cars. With more and more
personal mobility devices coming to market, and
governments opening up regulation, there will be
We may be 20 years or more from the realisation of
the ACE vision – Autonomous, Connected, Electric –
Operator Opportunity: Large

opportunities here for tracking, software upgrades
and more.
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Next

Beyond

(Propositions for the next 18 months

(Applications for the

as further capabilities are deployed)

next iterations of 5G)

Networked Safety

Vehicle Autonomy

Before we move to fully electric vehicles there is a

Autonomous vehicles may have been over-hyped in recent

The autonomous vehicle revolution is a long

network opportunity to improve safety and driver

years but their eventual emergence seems certain. They

way off – at least for mass consumer transport.

information. Going beyond current levels of dynamic

are unlikely to rely on ultra-low latency communications

But there is still much value that 5G can add.

routing based on traffic levels, cars could share a much

for primary navigation or collision avoidance: on-board,

Partnering with manufacturers, governments,

greater level of information about road conditions,

offline systems will handle this. But they will need frequent

public transport providers, and systems suppliers,

traction, rainfall and more.

updates from cloud systems, street furniture and other

Now

Future

operators can further enhance the mobility
experience with 5G.

Partnering with manufacturers or suppliers to vehicles
offers a route to market, and offers them a clear
differentiator. Securing, validating and processing the
data at speed is the challenge.
Operator Opportunity: Medium

vehicles in the network. And IP connectivity will be the
primary mode of control for routing, as well as providing
access to entertainment and communication. The business
model behind these vehicles suggests that they will be
less numerous than private cars are today. But the total
bandwidth, security and resilience requirements should
offer a high total revenue opportunity.
Operator Opportunity: Large
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COVID-19 catalysed change in the retail sector,

(Immediate applications leveraging
currently deployed technologies)

Integrating Bricks & Clicks

driving a rapid retreat from the high street.
Across the world retailers, property owners

Who knows more about a potential shopper than a

and city planners are wondering how they can

social network? Their service provider. With approved

reinvent the format for the digital age.

access to user’s locations, app use, and web traffic, and
an existing commercial relationship, operators should
be in a prime position to help retailers bridge the gap
between offline and online sales.
For example, making the connection between
visits to an experiential store and subsequent
online purchases.
Operator Opportunity: Large
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Across the world retailers, property owners
and city planners are wondering how they can
reinvent the format for the digital age.
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Next

Beyond

(Propositions for the next 18 months

(Applications for the

as further capabilities are deployed)

next iterations of 5G)

Smart Streets

AR Retail

City centres will change as a result of the recent retail

Retail represents one of the most exciting and revenue-

collapse. Large cities will retain experiential stores while

rich opportunities for mixed reality. Here the physical

smaller towns and cities are likely to revert to smaller local

and digital worlds can be truly integrated to give

stores surrounded by living space and amenities. There

shoppers either a rich experience or the minimum

will be new challenges for city planners and property

possible friction. Connectivity, processing power

owners in understanding changing use and demand. And

and low latency all have a role to play here, serving

for citizens, navigating the new spaces and changing offer

information in both directions, delivering rich AI

will require help. Combining data, connectivity, analytics

interfaces and capturing information about both the

and smart user interfaces might allow operators to present

environment, products, and user responses.

a ‘two way’ offer: telling stakeholders about the streets’
users, and users about the stakeholder’s offer
Operator Opportunity: Medium

Operator Opportunity: Large
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Contact us
To find out how you can accelerate your 5G returns
please contact Paul Rhodes, Open RAN and 5G
Principal Consultant, EMEA
Paul.Rhodes@wwt.com
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